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Cutaneous melanin exhibiting fluorescence emission
under near-infrared light excitation
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Abstract. Under ultraviolet and visible light excitation, melanin is es-
sentially a nonfluorescent substance. This work reports our study on
near-infrared �NIR� fluorescence properties of melanins, and explores
potential applications of NIR fluorescence techniques for evaluating
skin disorders involving melanin. The NIR fluorescence spectrum is
obtained using a fiber optic NIR spectrometer under 785-nm laser
excitation. In vitro measurements are performed on synthetic dihy-
droxyphenylalanine �DOPA� melanin, melanin extracted from Sepia
ink sacs, human hair, animal fur, and bird feathers. Paired spectral
comparisons of white and black skin appendages show that melaniza-
tion of hair, fur, or feathers more than doubles the NIR fluorescence.
In vivo NIR autofluorescence of normal dorsal and volar forearm skin
of 52 volunteers is measured. Dorsal forearm skin, which is darker
than volar skin, exhibits significantly greater NIR fluorescence. Pa-
tients with vitiligo �n=4�, compound nevus �n=3�, nevus of Ota �n
=1�, superficial spreading melanoma �n=3�, and postinflammatory
hyperpigmentation �n=1� are also evaluated. NIR fluorescence is
greater within the lesion than the surrounding normal skin for all these
conditions except vitiligo, where the converse was true. The observed
melanin NIR fluorescence provides a new approach to in vitro and in
vivo melanin detection and quantification that may be particularly
useful for evaluating pigmented skin lesions. © 2006 Society of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2204007�
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1 Introduction
Over the last decade, optical spectroscopy has rapidly evolved
as an in vivo tool for diagnosis and characterization of human
skin.1–6 Like all biological tissues, the skin is composed of
biomolecules with specific biophysical properties that are de-
termined by their chemical structures and microscopic envi-
ronments. The biophysical properties of cutaneous chro-
mophores such as melanin, hemoglobin, collagen, keratin, and
lipids can be studied noninvasively and in vivo using a variety
of optical spectroscopic techniques such as diffuse reflec-
tance, fluorescence, and Raman scattering.2,4,7–13

Melanins are ubiquitous pigments that largely determine
skin, hair, and eye color. Functionally, melanins appear to
play somewhat conflicting roles in terms of serving as natural
sunscreens while potentially also initiating skin cancers.14–16

The unique photochemical and photobiological properties of
melanins in the skin have been analyzed by optical
spectroscopy.8,17–21 Among cutaneous chromophores, melanin
is unusual in that its absorption decreases monotonically with
increasing wavelengths from 300 to 1100 nm with an absence
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of discrete spectral bands or peaks for identifying its struc-
tural subunits.17,20,22 Nevertheless, some structural informa-
tion about melanin can be derived from visible or near-
infrared �NIR� absorption spectroscopy.13,17 Spectroscopy that
assesses the apparent absorption of tissue derived from reflec-
tance measurements has been used as the basis for skin cancer
diagnosis. In this instance, diagnosis is based on analyzing the
absorbance of melanin, oxyhemoglobin �HbO2�, deoxyhemo-
globin �Hb�, and water �H2O� from 400 to 1100 nm within
suspicious skin lesions.1,23,24

Fluorescence spectra of biologic tissues may often be more
informative than optical absorption in terms of molecular
structure and functional groups. Moreover, the fluorescence of
specific tissue components is strongly influenced by the
microenvironment.18,19,25 Under ultraviolet �UV� or short vis-
ible �VIS� light excitation melanin is a relatively low quantum
yield fluorophore, and any fluorescence that it does emit is
presumably attenuated by melanin’s broad spectral
absorption.19 Because of this optical behavior under UV-VIS
light excitation, melanin has previously been regarded as a
nonfluorescent pigment that is distinct from the autofluores-
cent lipopigment family.25,26 However, we have observed that
the wavelength of excitation is important in obtaining fluores-
1083-3668/2006/11�3�/034010/6/$22.00 © 2006 SPIE
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cence from melanin, which may explain why others have re-
garded melanin as a nonfluorescent pigment.

In this study, we extend the previous work of our group
and others on UV/visible autofluorescence2,3,27 to the NIR do-
main by studying melanin samples in vitro as well as normal,
sun-exposed, and diseased human skin in vivo under 785-nm
laser excitation. Melanins within skin appendages such as hair
and feathers were also evaluated. We have observed that syn-
thetic and natural melanins exhibit significant fluorescence
emission under near-infrared �NIR� light excitation at
785 nm, which is strikingly different from their apparent non-
fluorescent behavior under UV-VIS light excitation.

2 Materials and Methods
This study was approved by the Clinical Research Ethics
Board of the University of British Columbia. NIR autofluo-
rescence spectra were acquired from in vitro melanin as well
as from hair, feathers, and in vivo human skin.

2.1 Melanin, Hair, and Feather Samples
Natural melanin isolated from cuttlefish ink sacs of Sepia of-
ficinalis �M2649� and synthetic DOPA-melanin �M8631� were
obtained from the Sigma-Aldrich Company, Saint Louis, Mis-
sousri. Hair samples were obtained from ten human volun-
teers �black hair=5, white hair=5� and a domestic house cat
with black and white fur. Black and white chicken feathers
were also measured.

2.2 Human Volunteers
In vivo NIR autofluorescence spectroscopy was carried out on
52 healthy volunteers by measuring and comparing spectra
from the sun-exposed, dorsal forearm and the less sun-
exposed volar forearm skin of each subject. Patients with the
following skin disorders involving melanin were also evalu-
ated by comparing NIR spectra from the abnormal skin le-
sions to that of the immediately surrounding normal skin: viti-
ligo �n=4�, benign compound melanocytic nevus �n=3�,
nevus of Ota �n=1�, malignant melanoma �n=3�, and postin-
flammatory hyperpigmentation �n=1�. Visible blue light au-
tofluorescence spectra were also acquired in parallel from
these skin lesions.

2.3 Instrumentation
The spectrometer employed for NIR autofluorescence mea-
surement has previously been described in detail.4 This sys-
tem comprises a diode laser at 785 nm �maximum output
300 mW, SDL Incorporated, San Jose, California�; a trans-
missive imaging spectrograph �HoloSpec f/2.2-NIR, Kaiser
Optical Systems Incorporated, Ann Arbor, Michigan� with a
volume phase technology �VPT� holographic grating �HSG-
785-LF, Kaiser Optical Systems Incorporated, Ann Arbor,
Michigan�; a NIR-optimized back-illuminated, deep-depletion
charge-coupled device �CCD� detector �LN/CCD-EEV 1024
�256, QE�75% at 900 nm, Princeton Instruments, Tren-
ton, New Jersey�; and a specially designed skin fiber-optic
probe.4 This skin probe comprising two optical arms was de-
signed to maximize the collection of tissue NIR fluorescence
signals while reducing the interference of Rayleigh scattered
light and fiber fluorescence. One optical arm of the probe

integrating a collimating lens, a bandpass filter
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�785±2.5 nm�, and a focusing lens delivers the laser light
onto the skin surface with a spot size of 3.5 mm. The other
optical arm with collimating and refocusing lenses and a ho-
lographic notch plus filter �OD�6.0 at 785 nm, Kaiser Op-
tical Systems Incorporated, Ann Arbor, Michigan� is used for
collecting tissue NIR autofluorescence emission. The holo-
graphic notch filter was placed between the two lenses to
block the Rayleigh scattered excitation laser light while al-
lowing the NIR autofluorescence signals to pass. The refocus-
ing lens then focused the filtered beam onto the circular end
of the fiber bundle �58�100-�m core diameter fibers, NA
=0.22�. The 785-nm laser is coupled to a 200-�m core diam-
eter fiber �NA=0.22�, which in turn is connected to the skin
probe via an SMA connector. The NIR autofluorescence that
is collected by the fiber bundle probe passes through an inte-
grated holographic notch plus filter �OD�6.0 at 785 nm,
Kaiser Optical Systems Incorporated� and is then fed into the
transmissive spectrograph. The holographic grating disperses
the incoming light onto the liquid nitrogen-cooled, PC-
controlled CCD detector. NIR autofluorescence spectra are
displayed on the computer screen in real time and can be
saved for further analysis. The system acquires spectra over
the range 820 to 920 nm, each within 1 s at an incident irra-
diance of 1.56 W/cm2. For visible autofluorescence
measurements,28 a separate system was used consisting of a
portable spectrometer equipped with a 2048-element CCD ar-
ray detector �S2000-FL spectrometer, Ocean Optics Incorpo-
rated, Dunedin, Florida�, a high-pressure mercury light source
�M60100, Oriel Instruments, Stratford, Connecticut�, and a
quartz Y-type fiber optic skin probe �R200-7, Ocean Optics
Incorporated, Dunedin, Florida�. The mercury light source
was filtered to generate blue light �437±10 nm band;
power=9.5 mW� for fluorescence excitation, and the hand-
held fiber optic probe was used to conduct both the excitation
light to the skin and the emitted fluorescence to the spectrom-
eter. Visible autofluorescence emission spectra were measured
from 460 to 750 nm. All spectral measurements were per-
formed in a dark room, and all spectra �including both NIR
and visible� were corrected for the wavelength dependence of
their respective spectrometer systems using a standard lamp
�RS-10, EG&G Gamma Scientific, San Diego, California�.

2.4 Statistical Analysis
To evaluate the mean difference in visible and NIR autofluo-
rescence between the dorsal and volar forearm measurements,
paired student t-tests were applied at each recorded wave-
length. A two-sided alpha of �0.05 was considered signifi-
cant.

3 Results
Solid-state in vitro melanins �Sepia and synthetic DOPA mela-
nins� exhibit prominent fluorescence in the NIR range under
785 nm excitation �Fig. 1�a��, with the spectrum being
slightly higher in intensity at longer emission wavelengths.
The two broadbands with peaks near 880 and 890 nm repre-
sent Raman scattering by melanin.29 NIR-excited autofluores-
cence from black human hair, feline fur, and chicken feathers,
which are replete with melanin �Figs. 1�b�–1�d��, is similar to
that of Sepia and synthetic melanin. White hair and white

feathers, which presumably differ from their black counter-
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parts only in terms of their relative absence of eumelanin,
exhibit a markedly lower NIR autofluorescence signal.

The visibly discernible differences in the degree of skin
melanization between darker dorsal and lighter volar forearm
skin of normal volunteers could be demonstrated by in vivo
NIR autofluorescence and the corresponding autofluorescence
difference spectrum �Fig. 2�a��, with the dorsal forearm show-
ing greater autofluorescence than that of the volar aspect in
the 820- to 920-nm range �p�0.0001 at all wavelengths�.
Consistent with this finding was the observation that the de-
pigmented skin of vitiligo lesions had a much lower NIR au-
tofluorescence intensity than that of the normally pigmented
surrounding skin �Figs. 2�b��. Furthermore, the spectra re-
vealed the presence of several embedded Raman signals �e.g.,
857, 871, 874, 885, 901, and 909 nm� from both pigment-
bearing �normal� and amelanotic �vitiligo� skin. These signals
are due to cutaneous proteins and lipids,4 and their consistent
presence in all skin measurements would be expected, since
these components are unaffected by vitiligo.

Dark-colored skin lesions due to abnormal hypermelaniza-
tion �i.e., benign compound nevus, nevus of Ota, melanoma,
and postinflammatory hyperpigmentation� all showed higher

Fig. 1 NIR autofluorescence spectra �820 to 920 nm� obtained from: �
chicken feathers. Excitation wavelength 785 nm; light intensity 170 m
NIR autofluorescence when compared to the adjacent normal
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skin �Figs. 2�c�–2�f��. For heavy pigmented skin lesions, the
difference spectra in Figs. 2�c�–2�f� showed an increasing
trend of intensity at longer wavelengths, which is in consistent
with NIR fluorescence spectra observed from synthetic or ex-
tracted melanin samples and melanin-rich black hair or black
feathers �Fig. 1�. Therefore, melanin is an important fluoro-
phore accounting for in vivo skin in the NIR range 820 to
920 nm.

In contrast to NIR-excited skin autofluorescence, visible
autofluorescence is lower in the presence of cutaneous mela-
nin, as in the case of a pigmented compound melanocytic
nevus versus normal skin under blue light excitation at
437 nm �Fig. 3�a��. Similarly, normal skin had lower visible
autofluorescence than depigmented patches of vitiligo �Fig.
3�b��.

4 Discussion
Although the diagnostic application of cutaneous autofluores-
cence has been studied intensively over the last decade, most
studies have focused on excitation wavelengths ranging be-
tween ultraviolet �UV� and shorter wavelength visible

2,5,12,28,30–34

a and synthetic DOPA melanin; �b� human hair; �c� feline fur; and �d�
d integration time 1 s.
a� Sepi
light. A very limited number of autofluorescence
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studies have utilized longer red-to-NIR wavelengths, but these
were mostly centered on examining tissue fluorescence in re-
lation to porphyrins.35–37

We have characterized the NIR autofluorescence properties
of melanin obtained by chemical synthesis and tissue extrac-
tion, as well as through direct in vivo or in vitro measurements
of skin, melanin-containing appendages �e.g., human hair, fe-
line fur, and chicken feathers�, and partially purified melanin.
It has been shown by observation and histochemical methods
that regardless of ethnicity, epidermal melanin content is sig-
nificantly greater in chronically sun-exposed skin than it is in
corresponding sun-protected skin sites �up to two-fold�.15,21 In
this study, sun-exposed skin �dorsal forearm� exhibited sig-
nificantly more NIR autofluorescence compared to sun-
protected skin �volar forearm�, confirming that NIR autofluo-
rescence of epidermal melanin parallels the visible degree of
pigmentation. The results clearly demonstrate the ability of
melanin from a variety of biological sources to fluoresce posi-
tively under NIR excitation in a measurable fashion. In con-
trast, both visible absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy

Fig. 2 Paired mean NIR autofluorescence spectra �820 to 920 nm� an
volar sites of the forearm �gray curve is the mean difference spectrum
vitiligo �n=4�; �c� compound melanocytic nevus �n=3�; �d� nevus of
matory hyperpigmentation �n=1�. Excitation wavelength 785 nm; ligh
d the corresponding mean difference spectra obtained from: �a� dorsal and
± SD �n=52�� and skin lesions and their normal surrounding skin sites; �b�
Ota �n=1�; �e� superficial spreading melanoma �n=3�; and �f� postinflam-
t intensity 170 mW; and integration time 1 s.
rely on the notion that the relative absence of a spectral signal

Journal of Biomedical Optics 034010-
Fig. 3 Paired autofluorescence spectra in the visible range �460 to
750 nm� obtained from skin lesions and their normal surrounding skin
site: �a� compound melanocytic nevus, and �b� vitiligo. Excitation
wavelength 437 nm±10 nm; light intensity 9.5 mW; and integration

time 0.1 s.
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implies the presence of melanin, and that the degree of sup-
pression of a signal can be used to indirectly estimate the
quantity of melanin present.7,8 The ability to measure a “posi-
tive” optical signal in the presence of melanin within the NIR
excitation domain thus provides a fundamentally different and
more direct approach for in vitro and in vivo melanin detec-
tion.

That melanin exhibits strong NIR autofluorescence and
Raman emission under NIR wavelength excitation is perhaps
surprising, given the conventional acceptance that melanin
was essentially nonfluorescent when measured in the UV and
short visible wavelengths. The biophysical basis for melanin
autofluorescence remains largely unknown. It has been sug-
gested that it may be induced by partial oxidative breakdown
of melanin, and therefore depends on structurally defective
melanin polymers.19,38 Our data show that prominent NIR au-
tofluorescence emission appears to be a common feature of
natural and synthetic melanins, and that melanin is one of the
major fluorophores responsible for cutaneous NIR autofluo-
rescence. The observation that the melanin-poor vitiligo le-
sions still exhibit significant NIR autofluorescence confirms
that other fluorophores such as hemoglobin, porphyrin, col-
lagen, etc. in the skin also contribute to cutaneous NIR
autofluorescence.4,29

The NIR fluorescence line shape of white hair, white
feather, and light colored skin tissue observed in this study is
similar to that of other tissue types �e.g., nonskin tissues with
no melanin content� reported in the literature.36 The common
feature of this fluorescence line shape is that the fluorescence
intensity monotonically decreases with wavelength and shows
no maxima. In comparison, the NIR fluorescence line shape
of melanin �Fig. 1� is quite unique in that the fluorescence
intensity increases with wavelength and appears to have a
maximum. A complete understanding of these phenomena
warrants further investigations.

In Fig. 2, all the difference spectra have positive values,
confirming the significant contributions of melanin to in vivo
skin tissue NIR fluorescence. However, one may note that in
Fig. 2, not all the difference spectra follow the line shape of
the pure melanin spectrum. The difference spectrum between
normal and vitiligo �normal–vitiligo� does not show a maxi-
mum and is slightly titled toward the shorter wavelength end.
We are building a tissue optics model and planning a Monte
Carlo simulation approach to under this phenomenon. Tenta-
tively, we have the following explanation for this phenom-
enon.

We use the “normal–vitiligo” difference spectrum as an
example and assume that the only difference between vitiligo
and its surrounding normal skin is melanin. Due to the lack of
melanin absorption in vitiligo, excitation light can penetrate
deeper down into the tissue than in normal skin; re-emitted
fluorescence will also be easier to escape. Thus, when mea-
suring vitiligo we are sampling a larger tissue volume and
with higher detection efficiency than measuring normal skin.
We are getting more nonmelanin-related fluorescence signal
from vitiligo than from normal skin. The proportion of this
extra nonmelanin related fluorescence signal should increase
with wavelength, since longer wavelength fluorescence pho-
tons have higher chances to escape out of the tissue. On the
other hand, melanin adds a strong fluorescence signal to the

normal skin. Therefore, the line shape of the difference spec-
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trum �normal–vitiligo� will not be exactly the same as the
fluorescence spectrum of pure melanins. Instead, it will be
determined by the balance between the extra melanin fluores-
cence signal generated in normal skin and the extra
nonmelanin-related fluorescence signal detected from vitiligo.
Similar considerations can also be applied to other spectral
pairs shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, for heavy pigmented lesions
�Figs. 2�c� and 2�e��, the difference spectra have a shape more
close to that of the pure melanin, while for more lightly pig-
mented lesions �such as normal skin versus vitiligo in Fig.
2�b��, the difference spectra deviate significantly from a pure
melanin spectral shape and the maximum may disappear. We
expect that our Monte Carlo modeling, which accurately ac-
counts for all the tissue optics effects on the difference spec-
tra, will either confirm this consideration or slightly modify it.

We have observed two obvious characteristic Raman bands
near 880 and 895 nm from melanin samples, black hair, and
black feather �Fig. 1�. For in vivo spectra of melanin-rich skin
lesions shown in Fig. 2, these two Raman bands are not very
obvious. They may have been masked, to a certain extent, by
other strong Raman signals that originate from other biomol-
ecules, such as proteins, lipids, porphyrin, etc., in skin.4,29,39

However, if we remove the fluorescence background from
these in vivo spectra and concentrate on looking at the Raman
signals, the melanin’s contribution to the total Raman signals
becomes more evident �data not shown�.

Changes in NIR autofluorescence spectra directly corre-
spond to visible differences arising from melanin in patho-
logical conditions such as vitiligo, malignant melanoma, be-
nign compound melanocytic nevi, nevus of Ota, and
inflammatory hyperpigmentation. Thus, NIR autofluorescence
spectroscopy can potentially capture differences in melanins
for pigmented skin lesions in vivo. It appears that the NIR
autofluorescence technique may be particularly beneficial to
the diagnosis of pigmented lesions, because these dark skin
lesions can be lit up under NIR excitation. With UV/VIS ex-
citation, melanin largely behaves as a photon absorber �Fig.
3�, making visible fluorescence or reflectance measurements
less informative. As previously mentioned, a “positive” NIR
autofluorescence signal may be particularly useful for nonin-
vasive analysis of lesions such as malignant melanoma, which
can be difficult to differentiate from other pigmented but non-
melanin containing lesions using UV-VIS fluorescence or re-
flectance �i.e., apparent absorption� spectroscopic
techniques.24

5 Conclusions
In aggregate, our results demonstrate that under NIR excita-
tion, melanins exhibit prominent autofluorescence within the
skin and its pigmented appendages, whereas with UV-visible
excitation, any potential melanin fluorescence is essentially
undetectable. Practical applications for melanin quantification
and diagnostic evaluation of pigmented skin lesions are sup-
ported by this observation. Furthermore, it appears clear that
the fluorescence properties of melanins are highly wavelength
dependent, which in turn merits further detailed exploration.
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